“My Shakespeare” is about Shakespeare in the classroom ... and about getting Shakespeare out of the classroom! It is an opportunity to discuss Shakespeare’s place on the school curriculum, to share ideas about teaching Shakespeare and to find out more about how his plays can be performed – or studied with an emphasis on performance – by learners. The programme will run concurrently with Shakespeare Schools Festival events taking place at the Baxter Theatre over the week of 13-19 May. We invite you to join us!

Please contact christopher.thurman@wits.ac.za with the following information:

* Name

* Location

* If you are not based in Cape Town:
  - do you have institutional support or other means to cover travel/accommodation costs?
  - would you be able to take leave to attend mid-week (either 13-14 May or 14-15 May)?
  - would you prefer to attend over the weekend of 18-19 May?

* Would you like to

  □ share experiences and best practice with other teachers?
  □ work with theatre makers to learn more about Shakespeare in performance?
  □ discuss Shakespeare and the curriculum: opportunities and challenges, pros and cons?
  □ find out more about participating in the Shakespeare Schools Festival?